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Atmospheric boundary layer observations are conducted at a coastal site during a transition phase
from winter to summer season over the Indian peninsula. Thermal Internal Boundary Layer (TIBL)
characteristics in presence of an off-shore and a weakly influenced on-shore synoptic wind are
examined with the help of measurements carried out with a mini-SODAR (SOund Detection And
Ranging), tethered balloon, and tower-based micrometeorological measurements. Influence of the
changing synoptic scale conditions on turbulent characteristics of TIBL is discussed.
Mini-SODAR data showed the development and decay of sea and land breeze. It is seen that the
characteristics of TIBL over the coastal land after sea breeze onset are similar to that of a shallow
convective boundary layer (CBL) commonly found over plain land. Inside the TIBL, a maximum
wind speed was noted close to the surface due to the penetration of sea breeze. In the off-shore case,
a distinct sea breeze circulation was observed unlike in the case of on-shore flow. In the presence
of weak on-shore case, a ‘minor sea’ breeze is noted before the establishment of sea breeze and a
reduction in the momentum fluxes gives rise to decrease in the turbulence intensity. Updraft in the
sea breeze front was stronger during weak synoptic conditions. Influence of synoptic changes on
the sea breeze-land breeze circulation such as onset, strength and duration of the sea-land breeze
are also examined.

1. Introduction
Sea breeze is a local convective circulation developing as a direct effect of the differential heating between land and sea (Simpson 1987). The
strength, horizontal and vertical extent of the sea
breeze depends upon the prevailing synoptic flow,
the land-sea surface temperature difference, and
boundary layer temperature and moisture profile.
∗
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Several researchers have noted that direction and
strength of the synoptic flow influence the structure
and evolution of sea breeze (Estoque 1962; Pielke
1974; Arritt 1993). The off-shore/on-shore wind
velocity of the ambient flow influences inland penetration of the sea breeze. In the laboratory experiments conducted by Simpson (Simpson 1987) it
was noted that the nature of prevailing gradient
flow affects the development of sea breeze. Several theoretical studies (Pearson et al 1983; Garratt et al 1990; Bechtold et al 1991) have also
been reported investigating the effects of large-
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scale wind fields on sea breeze circulation. The
present study is an attempt to characterize the turbulence characteristics of TIBL during varying synoptic conditions at a tropical site.
During sea breeze situations, TIBL is formed
over land with different diffusive characteristics
inside and above the layer. Knowledge about
some of these important characteristics is vital for
various environmental impact assessment studies.
Some of the important concerns in this regard are
the fate of pollutants released inside the sea-land
breeze circulation, the fumigation situations in the
presence of TIBL and the presence of multiple
inversion layers. Pollutants released near the coast
can get entrapped in the closed land-sea breeze circulation emphasizing the need to study the fumigation aspect. Thus analysis of TIBL dispersion characteristics is essential for the study of dispersion in
the presence of TIBL. Dispersion characteristics of
TIBL decide the fate of pollutants released at the
coast, and the aim of this study is to examine how
the thermal and dynamical influence on the TIBL
is altered during different synoptic winds.
Observational characteristics of sea breeze under
weak synoptic influence have been reported using
conventional instruments (Colacino and Dell’Osso
1978; Colacino 1982; Helmis et al 1987). Sea breeze
front under different synoptic conditions have also
been observed using various remote sensing techniques like Lidar (Banta et al 1993a), radar (Atkins
and Wakimoto 1995, 1997) and SODAR (Helmis
et al 1995b). Atkins and Wakimoto (1997) have
discussed characteristics of the sea breeze front at
on-shore, off-shore and parallel-flow situations. It
is noted that under on-shore synoptic flow, the
front is weak either due to weaker convergence at
the front or due to delayed occurrence in the day
when the thermal turbulent mixing is diminished
(Estoque 1962; Pielke 1974; Arritt 1993; Atkins
and Wakimoto 1995). Whereas for off-shore cases,
the front is found to be very sharp and has relatively less inland penetration (Arritt 1993; Chiba
et al 1999). Along with sea breeze, TIBL also
gets modified under different synoptic conditions.
Helmis et al (1995a) demonstrated thermal structure of sea breeze using facsimile records from an
acoustic mini-sounder kept at the top of a 1000 m
high mountain near to the coast. The elevated
inversion layer was found to be the interface of the
upper level synoptic flow and the sea breeze. Vertical velocity variance (σw2 ) profiles observed using
the mini-SODAR showed dependence of z 2/3 as
predicted by the free convection theory. A majority of these observational studies were focused on
the mean characteristics of TIBL. Turbulence measurements inside the TIBL were measured in a
few other studies (Smedman and Hoegstroem 1983;
Ogawa et al 1986). Inside the TIBL, regions above

one tenth of its depth was found to obey mixedlayer similarity (Prakash et al 1993). Direct measurements of turbulence structure inside the TIBL
especially at tropical coastal sites are scarce and
the present study will give some more insight into
this aspect. In the present study, shallow convective boundary layer characteristics are studied by
comparing it with CBL. Turbulence characteristics
of TIBL at on-shore and off-shore synoptic wind
are studied. Sea breeze frontal characteristics are
also studied for these cases making use of highresolution data from mini-SODAR.
The acoustic remote sensing technique is extensively used for boundary layer research due to its
ability to provide profiles of various atmospheric
variables. The potential use of these remote sensors in the tropics is discussed for air pollution dispersion applications (Gera and Singal 1990; Singal
et al 1994; Gera and Saxena Neeraj 1996). Singal
et al (1986) reported the observations made at the
east coast of India using an acoustic sounder and
instrumented tower. They analyzed thermal structure of boundary layer up to 700 m, which revealed
the existence of elevated stratified layers during
the sea breeze. Most of the studies (Rao 1992; Singal et al 1986) over the Indian coastal sites using
acoustic sounder dealt with mean characteristics of
sea breeze like onset, duration and vertical extent
of sea breeze and effect of sea breeze on nocturnal boundary layer. Based on the low level wind
maximum from acoustic sounder, Murthy et al
(1996) derived Nocturnal Boundary Layer height.
Prakash et al (1993) found that intensity of the
sea breeze front is decided by the intensity and
direction of the prevailing winds as well as the
amount of rotation of the wind vector during the
onset of the sea-breeze at Tumba on the west coast.
Narayana Rao et al (1996) studied the climatology
of wind patterns using a boundary layer SODAR at
Kalpakkam. There is lack of information regarding
the turbulent characteristics during the sea breeze
occurrences and how the internal boundary layer
gets modified under varying ambient flow. At this
point, mini-acoustic sounders are state-of-the-art
technology providing detailed information inside
the TIBL. This study benefits from data collected
from such a device, especially in the lower boundary layer with higher temporal and spatial resolution.
In this study, turbulent characteristics observed
using a mini-acoustic sounder (Mursch et al 1993;
Mursch and Wolfe 1993; Mursch et al 1996, 1997)
at a tropical coastal site south of Chennai are
presented. Unlike the boundary layer SODARs,
mini-SODAR offers the possibility to have high
frequency measurements at very fine vertical resolution in the surface layer. Tower-based conventional instruments are used to measure the
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Figure 1. Synoptic maps during the measurement campaign (11th – 19th February 1998). Movement of high pressure
towards sea and establishment of a low pressure over the peninsular region is the main characteristic during the measurement
period.
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momentum and heat fluxes. This measurement was
carried out during a change in pressure pattern
during the winter to summer transition characterizing on-shore as well as off-shore synoptic conditions. The main objective of this study is to characterize the small temporal scale features of turbulence before, during and after the passage of
sea breeze front. These characteristics are studied
for varying synoptic conditions and its influence
on various turbulence parameters is discussed. The
study also considers the TIBL as a shallow convective layer and its similarity to a convective boundary layer is explored. The data are analyzed to gain
more insight into the TIBL characteristics at various synoptic conditions during the experiment.
2. Experiment and data
In this section, detailed information regarding the
site characteristics, experiment, data, and synoptic
condition during the experiment is given. An analysis of synoptic condition is necessary as the focus
of the study is in analyzing turbulence characteristics of TIBL during changing synoptic conditions.
2.1 Measurement location and data
Measurement site, Kalpakkam, lies on the east
coast of southern Indian peninsula, 80 km south
of Chennai. The coastline is linear and runs along
SSW-NNE direction. The curvature of the coast
has a slight influence on the sea breeze wind directions, which are mainly between east and southeast. This site is a flat terrain with low-rise bushes
and grass, characterizing the land vegetation. MiniSODAR was located at a distance of 5 km inland.
Mini-SODAR operates at 4 and 4.3 kHz frequency
covering an altitude of 200 m with a height resolution of 10 m. Mini-SODAR was used for various
surface boundary layer studies (Wölfelmaier et al
1999; Mursch and Rengarajan 1998; Mursch et al
2000). Measurements with a meteorological tower
are made in an open plain ground close to the
SODAR location. Mini-SODAR gives Fourier spectra of backscattered intensity profiles every 12 s.
Hourly mean and standard deviations of the wind
components are computed from this data based on
the Doppler shift. On the tower, wind components
are measured at 10 m height, along with momentum and temperature flux. 3D Propeller Anemometers (Meteoscience, Austria) are used for velocity
measurements with a frequency of 1 Hz at 10 m
level. Temperature measurements are made at 2
and 10 m levels at a frequency of 1 Hz and every
15 min averages of mean, variance and covariance
are stored in a datalogger (CR-21X, Cambell Scientific Inc.). Further details on these measurements

and analysis can be found in Venkatesan et al
(1999) and Prabha et al (2000).
Synoptic weather data are obtained from
the Airport Observatory, IMD, Chennai, located
northwest of the site at a distance of nearly 50 km.
The radiosonde site is 10 km inland from the east
coast. Radiosonde data from this site comprises
vertical profiles of wind, temperature and humidity. Daily weather report and surface pressure chart
was also considered for the period of measurement.
2.2 Synoptic situation during the experiment
The measurements are carried out during the end
of the winter season (10th–19th February 1998).
High-pressure area existed over central India at the
beginning of the measurement period (figure 1).
The surface pressure chart showed a transition
from winter to summer pressure pattern with gradual decrease of pressure over land. Due to the
warming of the land, the high-pressure area over
central India gradually moved eastward to Bay
of Bengal (figure 1). Thereafter a low pressure
(increase in temperature) was established over land
by the end of the campaign. In the beginning of
the period, 10th–13th February, a 2◦ K decrease
was noted in maximum temperature (figure 2). A
warming trend (up to 7◦ K) was noted towards the
end of the campaign. The wind pattern also showed
changes accordingly. Surface weather data show
gradual turning of the northeasterly synoptic wind
to southwesterly wind with partly cloudy skies during the campaign. Initially an easterly/ northeasterly wind was noted which subsequently turned to
southwesterly/southerly by 19th February. These
characteristics clearly showed a winter to summer
transition period over the study region associated
with changing synoptic conditions.

Figure 2. Minimum and maximum temperatures recorded
at Chennai airport during the campaign. Wind speed
observed at 850 mb with the help of radiosonde profile is
also shown.
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Figure 3. Composite wind profile from mini-SODAR and radiosonde. Lower part of the profile (up to 200 m) is from
mini-SODAR (hourly averaged corresponding to 0600 IST and 1600 IST) and from 500 m and above radiosonde profile
(0615 IST and 1645 IST) is shown. Two profiles are shown for each day, first profile is corresponding to 0615 IST and the
second profile to 1645 IST. Length of the arrows gives wind speed and direction is given by the orientation of arrows. The
arrows are scaled with respect to 5 ms−1 scale given at lower right hand side corner of the plot.

3. Results and discussion
Radiosonde upper air data are available twice a
day, 0615 IST and 1645 IST and are combined
with the mini-SODAR wind data at lower levels
for respective hours (figure 3). The figure shows
that during the beginning of the experiment, the
upper level winds are from northwest/west and
northeasterly in the lower levels. The geostrophic
wind for these days is northeasterly. The sea breeze
strengthened northeasterly on-shore flow and the
wind direction in the lower levels became easterly. In this case it is very difficult to distinguish
the locally induced sea breeze from the prevailing
synoptic on-shore flow. This situation prevailed
till 16th February and the on-shore synoptic influence weakened thereafter. Gradually, due to the
change in synoptic pressure, the lower level northeasterly wind weakened and became southeasterly
(during 17th–18th February) and then southerly
(during 19th–20th February). The entire period
(11th–20th February) characterized a transition
from post winter to the beginning of the hot season. Maximum and minimum temperature also
revealed this (figure 2).
With respect to the local sea breeze observed
with the mini-SODAR, the wind regime can be

classified as aiding (on-shore) synoptic flow during 11th–16th February. During 14th–16th February, due to the weak synoptic influence, a welldeveloped sea breeze is noted from mini-SODAR
data. Whereas, 17th–20th February data show
transition of synoptic wind in the opposing (offshore) direction. Mini-SODAR data show stronger
wind from the sea during this time compared to
the beginning of the measurement period.
The mini-SODAR data of the lower level boundary layer wind velocity profiles show a maximum
easterly/southeasterly winds in the evening profiles. This is attributed to the development of
sea breeze. Radiosonde temperature profiles (not
shown here for brevity) showed an associated neutral or unstable boundary layer over land with a
stable layer aloft. This stable layer above the neutral/convective layer over land has developed as a
result of maritime air coming over the land due to
the sea breeze. The radiosonde temperature profile
(not shown here) shows the presence of a strongly
stable upper air during the first few days of the
campaign and stable/weak stability in the boundary layer during the subsequent days in accordance
with synoptic scale change.
Onset time, duration and strength of sea breeze
as noted from the basic observations are given in
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Table 1. Sea breeze onset time, duration, strength, updraft, IBL height (derived from mini-SODAR data),
temperature and relative humidity change associated with sea breeze onset at the coast (observed at Madras
atomic power station meteorological tower) for the measurement period.

Date
11th
12th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th

February∗
February∗
February
February
February
February
February
February

Onset
time
(IST)

U
(ms−1 )

–
900
1100
1000
1100
1100
1300
1300

3.0
2.6
2.6
2.8
2.8
2.9
4.5
4.6

Duration
(hours)

Updraft
(w)
(ms−1 )

TIBL
height
(m)

∆T
(K)

∆ TL−S
(K)

Relative
Humidity
change
(%)

20
19
13
15
14
15
12
12

0.24
0.27
0.94
2.58
2.35
1.48
1.24
1.03

170
220
–
160
170
150
150
170

0.5
2.0
1.0
2.7
2.2
1.0
−0.5
−0.5

1.24
0.53
0.92
1.2
2.15
2.08
3.46
3.43

–
10
6
12
10
10
1
1

∗

Measurements are made at a location 500 m from the coast. For the remaining days measurements are
carried out 5 km inland.

table 1. The TIBL height derived from SODAR
vertical velocity variance profiles (as described in
Appendix), temperature change associated with
the sea breeze, difference of land-sea surface temperature maximum and relative humidity change
at sea breeze onset at the shore are also given in
the table. Except for the last two days, sea breeze
onset occurred at late morning hours. Horizontal wind speed associated with the front is found
to increase towards the end of the campaign. Sea
breeze duration is found to be lesser for strong
off-shore winds. The days with increased convective activity (15th and 16th February) and weak
on-shore synoptic winds showed maximum vertical
velocity of 2.5 ms−1 at 100 m level. TIBL height is
between 150 and 200 m during the campaign. The
temperature change and relative humidity change
associated with the sea breeze is relatively higher
during the weak synoptic influenced cases. It can
also be noted from the table that, the land sea
temperature difference increased towards the end
of the campaign. This also explains stronger sea
breeze by the end of the campaign.
3.1 On-shore flow
On-shore flow cases are classified for strong and
weak synoptic scale winds respectively. In the case
of on-shore strong flow, the presence of sea breeze
as local circulation is not clearly noted in the horizontal wind velocity. Since the wind directions of
synoptic flow and the sea breeze are the same, the
local sea breeze only strengthens the ambient flow.
High-resolution measurements from mini-SODAR
shows detailed information on the changes during
the onset of sea breeze. In the weak synoptic flow, a
‘minor sea breeze’ is noted before the establishment
of the main sea breeze characterized by weak and
variable wind. A similar feature was observed by

Banta et al (1993a) and Mastrantonio et al (1994).
This transition period lasted for one to two hours.
A gradual increase in wind speed followed by a
slight change in wind direction was noted afterwards. Their study reports that this pattern was
common to the days with weak on-shore flow. Similar features are observed in the present case as
discussed below.
Mini-SODAR measurements of vertical and horizontal wind velocity for 16th February are given
in figures 4(a) and (b). The onset of sea breeze
occurred around 1140 IST. Bold arrows in the figure indicate the ‘minor’ sea breeze period. It is
noted that the magnitude of horizontal and vertical velocities are comparatively less during this
time. The occurrence of such minor sea breeze
events also seem to be associated with the early
onset. Due to diabatic heating during day time,
temperature increased leading to a greater land-sea
temperature gradient and increase in the strength
of sea breeze towards the end of the ‘minor’ sea
breeze period. Thermal instability seems to contribute to the enhanced sea breeze event followed
by the minor sea breeze. Increase in wind speed was
noted after the ‘minor’ sea breeze period, indicating the establishment of sea breeze. When the sea
breeze gets established after this minor sea breeze
period, vertical velocity increased up to 2 ms−1 . At
lower levels its magnitude is lesser. Vertical velocity increased and then decreased at regular intervals contributing to updrafts and downdrafts at all
the vertical levels observed up to 100 m. Updrafts
are dominant at all the vertical levels with maximum around 100 m. Downdrafts are weaker and
are observed to be dominant in the lower levels.
This pattern of up and down drafts gets repeated
in 15 min. intervals. These are indications of vertically elongated thermals, which transport heat and
moisture upwards and periodic intrusion of mar-
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Figure 4(a). Profiles of vertical velocity from mini-SODAR for 16th February (on-shore case), during the sea breeze front
and after the establishment of sea breeze. Time series with a temporal resolution of 12 sec is shown with a vertical resolution
of 10 m up to a height of 100 m. The data are screened by signal to noise ratio criteria and the data points, which do not
satisfy this criterion, are not plotted. Minor sea breeze period is marked with thick arrows at the top of the plot. After
minor sea breeze period, gravity wave activity is seen in the vertical velocity time series at all vertical levels.

itime air over the heated land. The horizontal wind
velocity showed a more orderly pattern during this
time with changes in wind direction from SE to
S. Similar features appear in the SODAR facsimile as buoyancy waves having their periods ranging
between 5 and 15 min and amplitudes between 100
and 150 m (Rao et al 1992) associated with either
surface-based inversions or elevated layers or rising
inversions.
Measurements of temperature and momentum
fluxes made at a 10 m tower are presented in figure 5(a) along with temperature measurements at
10 and 2 m levels. The horizontal wind changed
from southwesterly land breeze to southeasterly sea
breeze flow. TIBL characteristics associated with
the sea breeze front and after the passage of the
front are examined with the help of this data. Wind
characteristics and standard deviation of vertical
velocity (σw ) are also examined from mini-SODAR.
TIBL-characterized wind maximum at lower levels
can be attributed to the penetration of sea breeze.

3.1.1 During the sea breeze front passage
Temperature flux variation showed an increase (figure 5a) in association with the onset of sea breeze.
It can be noted that the onset is at 1140 hrs and
the arrival of sea breeze did not cool the lower
atmosphere considerably (only a slight decrease in
heat flux is noted), instead, the rate of warming
diminished. This is attributed mainly to combined
effects of warming due to continued increase in
solar radiation and decrease in air temperature due
to the intrusion of cooler air. Another fact to be
considered is that the marine air is already in contact with warming land because of the on-shore
synoptic wind for a considerable period before the
local breeze reached 5 km inland. Temperature at
10 m showed an increase and the difference between
10 and 2 m levels widened to −1.5◦ K, thus the
instability increased gradually. The magnitude of
this increase in instability is found to be nearly the
same for all on-shore flow cases considered except
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Figure 4(b). Profiles of horizontal velocity from mini-SODAR for 16th February (on-shore case), during the sea breeze
front and after the establishment of sea breeze. The data are screened by signal to noise ratio criteria and the data points,
which do not satisfy this criterion, are not plotted. Time series with a temporal resolution of 12 sec is shown with a vertical
resolution of 10 m up to a height of 100 m. Length of the arrow gives wind speed and the direction is given by orientation
of arrows. There is considerable alteration in the wind speed and direction, which is synchronous with variations in vertical
velocity, through out the period shown. Minor sea breeze period characterizes lower wind speeds and increased turbulence.

some difference in the time of occurrence. When
there was delay, especially due to the slow warming up of the land, sea breeze was not well defined
during that period. Due to the weak sea breeze during this time, cooling due to advection of air from
the sea is considerably less and is surpassed by the
increase in diabatic heating. At this stage, the temperature gradients between land and sea would not
have been sufficient for a sudden surge of the sea
breeze event, rather weakening it and leading to
‘minor’ sea breeze event.
During the frontal passage, an initial increase in
the friction velocity was seen indicating increase in
wind shear. Immediately after that, the momentum flux decreased and thermal driving mechanism
dominated in the TIBL. Decrease in momentum
flux is found to be more for weaker on-shore flow
cases and especially during the ‘minor sea breeze’
cases. In the vertical profile of σw (figure 5b), considerably lower values (at 1200 IST, between 40

and 120 m above the surface) are noted during the
sea breeze frontal passage, which happened to be
the ‘minor sea breeze’ period. This decrease in σw is
attributed to the decrease in turbulence generated
by wind shear. Decrease in σw values during the
front passage is seen throughtout the TIBL depth.
Since the momentum flux has decreased during this
time, contribution from shear production to turbulence is relatively less. Turbulence is produced
mainly by the buoyant production (by thermals)
during this time. In figure 5(b), all the profiles show
an increase in σw with height up to 100 m level, followed by a decrease beyond that level, representing
the shallow convective layer characteristics.
3.1.2 After the passage of sea breeze front
After the sea breeze frontal passage, the temperature difference between 2 and 10 m levels narrowed
to −1◦ K (figure 5a). This is mainly attributed to
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Figure 5(a). Variation of friction velocity (u∗ ), temperature flux (Q0 = w0 θ0 ) and potential temperature measurements at
10 and 2 m on 16th February, on-shore weak wind condition. 15 min averages are shown.
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Figure 5(b). Vertical profiles of vertical velocity variance (σw ) during and after sea breeze frontal passage for 16th February.
Sea breeze onset was at 1100 IST.

be the increased intrusion of cool air from the
sea. Increase in the sea breeze strength during this
period is associated with increased temperature
gradients between land and sea. Unlike noted in
the other studies (Helmis et al 1995a; Asimakopoulos et al 1996) turbulence intensity increased after
the passage of the front around 1300 IST as seen in
figure 5(b). This increase is attributed to the production of turbulence by buoyant thermals. Meanwhile, mean wind shear after the passage of the sea
breeze front also increased and contributed to mean
kinetic energy within the TIBL as can be seen from
figure 5(a), where there is considerable increase in
momentum flux after 1300 hours. In a study con-

ducted at the west coast of India (Thumba) it was
observed that the structure of TIBL during an onshore case indicated similar dominance of mechanical turbulence (Kunhikrishnan et al 1993).
Vertical profile of σw shows a maximum around
100 m as noted during the passage of the front.
This is similar to a bell shaped profile of convective boundary layer depicting the shallow convective layer characteristics.
3.2 Off-shore case
Synoptic wind (850 mb wind is considered here)
was off-shore westerly for the last two days (18th
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Figure 6(a). Profiles of vertical velocity time series with a temporal resolution of 12 sec is shown from mini-SODAR for 18th
February (off-shore case), during and after the onset of sea breeze. Vertical velocities are lower compared to 16th February.

and 19th February) of the campaign as can be
noted from figure 3. The wind direction changed
to SE in the lower levels due to the influence of
sea breeze. Wind velocities observed using miniSODAR during the sea breeze onset of 18th February is given in figures 6(a) and (b). Rapid development of sea breeze is clearly noted in the vertical
as well as the horizontal wind velocities. Vertical
velocity showed alternate increasing and decreasing trend with weaker updrafts than in the earlier case of on-shore weak flow. This is an indication that the contribution from buoyant thermals
is lesser. Moreover the peaks in the updrafts are
having longer periods and are not well defined as
in the on-shore case.
There is an increase in land-sea temperature
difference (table 1) in association with increased
warming. Relatively higher temperature gradient
resulted in a stronger sea breeze. Sharply defined
sea breeze onset and increased turbulence intensity
characterize these off-shore synoptic wind cases.
Sea breeze sets late in the afternoon and its duration is also comparatively lesser than the on-shore
case. Whereas, observed vertical temperature gradient between 10 and 2 m levels was lower (figure 7a) in magnitude compared to the on-shore

case. These differences are mainly at the time of
onset, which is associated with the cooling introduced by the sea breeze. Once the sea breeze
is established, these vertical temperature gradients are nearly equal during on-shore and offshore cases. Unlike in the on-shore case, the onset
occurred in the afternoon hours and is strong and
rapid leading to immediate reduction in temperature gradient. Thus convective activity is quickly
suppressed with the onset of sea breeze in contrast to the weak on-shore synoptic case. ‘Minor
sea breeze’ seems to be associated only with
weak on-shore cases and is not observed for this
case.
Vertical profiles of σw for off-shore case are
given in figure 7(b). Turbulence intensity values are
comparatively higher than those observed during
the on-shore weak wind situations and are mainly
attributed to increased wind shear associated with
higher wind speeds after the front. This is in conformity with similar observations at Thumba. As
an indication of this, friction velocity varied from
0.4 to 0.5 ms−1 during this time (figure 7a). These
values are found to be higher than that noted during on-shore weak wind conditions (0.2–0.3 m/sec).
This explains the increase in σw after the onset of
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Figure 6(b). Profiles of horizontal velocity from mini-SODAR for 18th February (off-shore case), during and after the onset
of sea breeze. Time series with a temporal resolution of 12sec is shown with a vertical resolution of 10m up to a height of
100m. The occurrence of sea breeze is sudden and the front is sharp as the associated changes in wind speed and direction
are without a minor sea breeze.

Figure 7(a).

Same as figure 5(a) but for 18th February, off-shore case.
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Figure 7(b). Vertical profiles of vertical velocity variance (σw ) before, during and after sea breeze frontal passage for 18th
February offshore case. Sea breeze onset was at 1300 IST.
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sea breeze and thereafter, which is noted through
out the TIBL. Further increase in σw is associated
with the enhanced mechanical turbulence after passage of the sea breeze front. Similar features are
observed in the 19th February case also where similar synoptic conditions prevailed.
Turbulence intensity profiles after the sea breeze
onset is given for all the five days of measurement
(figure 8). Scaling parameters used in the plot are
the convective scaling velocity w∗ and the TIBL
height zi . Weill (1980) discussed a method to find
inversion height from the vertical velocity variance
profiles for shallow convective layers. Accordingly,
vertical velocity variance is directly proportional to
heat flux for shear free shallow convective layers.
In the heat flux profile, minimum heat flux corresponds to the TIBL height. This was again validated with the help of tethersonde temperature
profiles. In the present study the surface value of
temperature flux (Q = w0 θ0 ) and TIBL height are
used to find convective scaling velocity (w∗ ) using
1/3
g
the mixed layer relation w∗ =  Q0 zi  . More
T
detailed description of this method can be found
in Prabha et al (2000) and is briefly described in
the Appendix. Turbulence intensity profiles presented in figure 8 includes on-shore and off-shore
cases considered above. It can be seen that the
bell shaped profile is a characteristic feature except
for 18th and 19th February. As discussed earlier,
wind shear dominates for off-shore synoptic wind
cases and TIBL growth is mainly controlled by the
wind shear. Whereas for on-shore cases, a shallow convective layer profile of turbulence intensity
is observed, below 0.5 z/zi , turbulence intensity is
found to be lesser than that of a convective mixed
layer and above 0.5 z/zi , turbulence intensity is
higher than that of the mixed layer. The higher values above 0.5 z/zi , indicate increased entrainment
and wind shear dominance. Kunhikrishnan et al
(1993) found reasonable agreement only up to 0.3
to 0.4 z/zi , beyond which lesser values of turbulence intensity were observed compared to that for
the convective boundary layer and they attributed
it mainly to the wind structure.
4. Conclusion
The unique feature of this study is the use of
high frequency data of vertical velocity from miniSODAR in conjunction with flux measurements at
a 10 m tower. The experiment was carried out during a changing synoptic condition from winter to
summer pressure pattern over the Indian subcontinent. Sea breeze structure and TIBL turbulence
characteristics are discussed based on observations
during weak on-shore and strong off-shore synoptic winds. It is observed that the onset time and
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duration of sea breeze is closely associated with the
synoptic forcing. Updrafts associated with the sea
breeze front are found to be stronger (2 ms−1 ) and
turbulence intensity is lower during the weak onshore synoptic wind case. It is also found that buoyancy driven turbulence characterize the ‘minor sea
breeze’ observed before the establishment of the
main sea breeze during the on-shore case. There
is considerable reduction in the turbulence intensity during the minor sea breeze case, mainly
due to decrease in wind shear and also partly
due to the decreased instability over land. Wind
shear increased after the passage of the front and
along with buoyancy driven turbulence, thus contributing increase in turbulence intensity. After the
onset, the turbulence intensity is found to increase
generally in both on-shore and off-shore cases. The
turbulence intensity associated with the strong offshore case is higher (figure 8) than that of the
weak on-shore case. Kunhikrishnan et al (1993)
also have compared turbulent parameters inside
TIBL with that of a convective boundary layer.
They found reasonable comparisons up to a height
of 0.3–0.4 z/zi . In the present study, these comparisons showed lower values in the lower part (below
0.4 z/zi ) of TIBL and higher values above. These
differences seem to be associated with the depth of
the TIBL, on-shore/off-shore synoptic flow and its
interaction with the development of TIBL.
The importance of this study is centered on
identifying the change in turbulence characteristics inside the TIBL associated with changes in
synoptic condition. The study of turbulence characteristics and the interaction between the two
scales of atmospheric dynamics at different synoptic forcing will be helpful for understanding the
frontal characteristics and are useful in air pollution dispersion modeling. Unlike in previous studies (Prakash et al 1993; Kunhikrishnan et al 1993)
with the help of structure function from boundary layer SODAR, the present study derives TIBL
height from vertical velocity variance inside and
above TIBL. Differences between the on-shore and
off-shore synoptic influence on TIBL thermal and
dynamical character is evident in high frequency
data from the tower and mini-SODAR data. The
changes associated with the variability in the synoptic scale is significant and is to be considered
for the dispersion model calculations, since they
are found to influence the thermal as well as diffusive characteristics of the TIBL. Unlike previous studies, mini-SODAR data of higher vertical
and temporal resolution, which enabled identification of features like minor sea breeze found to
be a characteristic feature of weak on-shore flow.
This has also enabled the possibility to compare
TIBL characteristics to that of a shallow convective layer.
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These observations are made at a single location and are inadequate to deliver any information
on the horizontal extent of the sea breeze. Nevertheless, turbulence characteristics during minor
sea breeze noted in this study might have implications for off-shore dispersion, especially because
the vertical mixing is suppressed and there is relatively low wind shear which can lead to short term
stagnation situations. The duration of such events
can have more significance for ground level pollutant sources. Such events with shorter temporal
scale can easily get unnoticed in pollution forecasting studies. Further study is needed to prove the
significance of these minor sea breeze events on dispersion of pollutants. A unique tracer experiment
is underway at this site to accumulate data and
validate the transport and diffusion models in this
regard, which will look into the horizontal extent
of sea breeze front and its turbulence characteristics at various distances inland.
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APPENDIX
The fluxes and variances are derived directly from
time series of u, v, w and θ at a temporal resolution
of 1 sec.
Vertical velocity (w) variance is given by
σw2

N −1
1 X
=
(wi − w)2 ,
N i=0

(1)

N is the number of data points during an averaging
time.
Covariance in the flux relations is calculated
based on the relation
Cov(u, w) = u0 w0 =

N −1
1 X
(ui − u)(wi − w). (2)
N i=0

Friction velocity (u∗ ) is found from the covariance
of u, w and v, w and is given by
i1/2
h
u2∗ = (u0 w0 )2 + (v 0 w0 )2
.

(3)

Temperature flux is given by
Q = w0 θ0 .

(4)

In a shallow convective layer, if the mechanical
(shear) production is negligible, vertical velocity
variance is related to the temperature flux as (Weil
et al 1980)
gQ
σw3
≈β
,
z
T

(5)

where ‘β’ is a constant, ‘T ’ temperature ‘g’ acceleration due to gravity and ‘z’ is the height above
the surface. Plot of temperature flux versus z is
generally used to find the surface temperature flux
and mixing height of convective boundary layers. The extrapolated value of temperature flux
at the surface (z = 0) is the surface temperature flux (Q0 ). TIBL height (zi ) can be estimated
as the height of zero temperature flux obtained
by linear extrapolation of temperature flux profile.
The surface temperature flux and the TIBL
height is then used to find the convective scaling
velocity (w∗ ) using the mixing layer relationship
g
1/3
w∗ =
Q0 zi
.
(6)
T
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